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SUMMARY
We present a new language for tree pattern matching and transformation called Scrimshaw.
It extends to trees the familiar notions of regular expressions, pattern matching, and pattern
replacement for strings. As we show by examples, it serves well as both a structured document
query language and as a language for expressing document transformations. Scrimshaw has
been implemented in a C-like language and is in ongoing use.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The tasks of finding/extracting desired subtrees of a document tree structure and mapping
one document tree structure to another, arise frequently in working with structured docu-
ments. At the present time, the appropriate languages and tools for these tasks are a matter
of active research, with numerous proposals and experimental systems in development.
Hitherto, most contributors have dealt with the tasks separately. Works on query languages
include [1–4]. Works on transformation include [5–8]. The abundant research literature on
tree pattern matching and term rewriting ([9,10] are entry points to it) has as yet not come
into play for document manipulation.

But document ‘querying’ and document ‘transformation’ are in fact related problems.
Their relationship is essentially this: tree-to-tree transformations, like string-to-string trans-
formations, can often be specified as sets of ‘pattern {action}’ rules, where each pattern
matches certain subtrees and its corresponding {action} specifies extraction or transforma-
tion of the match; hence the language of pattern’s is in effect a query language. A current
working paper [11] on the General Language Transformation Process of DSSSL [12] incor-
porates this insight in a Scheme-language-based framework for queries and transformations
of DSSSL/SGML documents represented as trees. Another interesting system is Murasaki
(see [13]). The main idea of Murasaki is to store a forest of documents in a file, each
represented as a depth-first list of nodes. Document reuse applications are accomplished
by piping such forests through Unix filters which do node pattern matching, and inserting
or extracting nodes to create a new forest in depth-first order. Scrimshaw has been devel-
oped independently of these languages. It differs from them by offering a subtree-oriented,
rather than node-oriented, approach to tree manipulation, by supporting a rich notion of
hierarchical regular expressions over trees, and by supporting tree pattern variables.

Concurrently with the above developments, there has emerged the ‘real world’ of
document conversion. Here, for example, one might wish to convert an automobile repair
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manual represented in the WordPerfect tool to an instance of the J2008 SGML DTD for
auto repair manuals. There has been much success of string regular expressions, Unix grep,
awk [14], and perl [15] in this domain. Indeed, specialized extensions of these tools such as
XGML/Omnimark [16] and FastTAG [17] are available. Scrimshaw is intended to provide
a tree-to-tree extension of these tools.

Formulating document queries is clearly a manual activity — only the user knows what
he or she wants. However, recent work on document transformations (e.g. [8,5,6]) has
focused on the automatic generation of instance document converters, when evolutionary
modifications of their generic structures occur. This work is groundbreaking and intriguing
but has limitations. Furuta’s approach assumes that the change to the grammar be carried
out under the control of his system, i.e., as a sequence of commands in his grammar
modification language, in order to generate an automatic instance document transformer.
Even when someone does use his system, it appears to us that the (manual) work of doing
so (i.e. the sequence of his DELETE, ADD, NEWPROD, Rewrite, MAP, and Invoke
commands that a user must write) may be as much as the work of writing an instance-
to-instance converter directly in a language like Scrimshaw. The approach of Akpotsui
and Quint depends on the capabilities of their Comparator tool to analyse the differences
between the first and the second generic structure and to automatically generate the instance
converter from that analysis. We doubt this can work well across a broad range of generic
structure changes, since general document conversions are surely at least as difficult as
source-to-source translations of programming languages (see, e.g., [18]), which are far
from automatic.

The rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we look at some simple document
queries. In Section 3 we look at more complex query examples. Section 4 considers a
document type conversion example. Section 5 has conclusions.

2 SIMPLE DOCUMENT QUERIES IN SCRIMSHAW

A typical Scrimshaw program is a ‘filter’ on a ‘stream’ (list) of trees representing document
components. Each tree in the ‘input stream’ that ‘matches’ is transformed in some specified
fashion and placed in the output stream; non-matching input trees are either discarded or
passed unchanged to the output (depending on the program). The input streams of trees
to Scrimshaw programs should also be viewed as ‘buffers’, since in general the program
may backtrack over them, i.e. move its ‘cursor’ backwards (due to match failure) as well
as forwards.

Obviously, part of the infrastructure needed for using Scrimshaw is the ability to map
sets of real documents to and from streams of trees. We will discuss such mappings
below. Suppose now we have an input stream that is a sequence of tree representations of
documents, where each tree is like the one shown in Figure 1. We hope the tree syntax being
used there is clear. The ‘functors’ or ‘operators’ (document, title, authors, etc.)
label the root nodes of subtrees; such functors correspond to ‘element names’ in SGML
markup and to ‘commands’ in LATEX markup. The children of non-leaf nodes are enclosed
in square brackets. Thus, the tree in Figure 1 has its root node labelled withdocument, has
a first child whose root is labelled title, a second child whose root is labelledauthors,
etc. The first child subtree itself has one child that is a character string constant, which we
view as a 1-node tree. In fact, integer, real, identifier, and character string constants are all
viewed as 1-node trees. In general, lists of trees (e.g. a node’s children) may have either
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document[
title["A Very Important Paper"]
authors[

paragraph["Jane Q. Smith"]
paragraph["John Smith"] ]

abstract[
paragraph["In Xanada did Kubla Khan ..."]
paragraph["And there did he ..."] ]

section[title["Critical Overview ..." ] ] ...
]

Figure 1. Sample tree representation of a document

comma or whitespace as separators, i.e., commas are optional.
It will be clear to the reader familiar with logic programming (see, e.g., [19]) that we

have essentially identified the notion of a tree with the logical concept of a term. This is
indeed so. In fact, we will use the words ‘tree’ and ‘term’ interchangeably in this paper, as
we do with the phrases ‘list of trees’, ‘list of terms’, or ‘TermList’. However, we do note
that what Prolog calls ‘atoms’ and ‘numbers’, we call ‘atomic terms’. Also, what Prolog
calls ‘compound terms’ we call ‘composite terms’, and what Prolog calls ‘functors’ we call
either ‘functors’ or ‘operators’. And we write a composite term as a functor name followed
by its children enclosed in SQUARE brackets, where Prolog would usually use ROUND
parentheses.

Suppose now we want an output stream consisting of all the paragraphs of input
documents containing the word ‘Kubla’. This is accomplished with the Scrimshaw program:

grepSearch[paragraph[‘Kubla’] ]
Here we have put the grepSearch functor in bold to denote that it is a special Scrimshaw
match operator and not a literal (constant) functor. Also, we have put the string ‘Kubla’ in
bold to signify that it is a string pattern, not a constant. We will now explain this program
little by little.

A Scrimshaw program like this one is the top-level PATTERN that is to be ‘executed’
by the top-level Scrimshaw interpreter, with respect to the top-level input stream and with
respect to an initially empty symbol table. (We discuss ‘levels’ of input streams, and the
Scrimshaw symbol table, below). The top-level interpreter (currently implemented in the
Cedar/Mesa language [20]) implements the semantics of the matchFront match operator.
That is, it seeks to match the program it is given to a prefix of the given input stream and
produces some output stream (called the value of the program) if the match succeeds. In
fact, the top-level interpreter could just as easily implement the semantics of either the
matchAll (match the entire input stream) or the matchWithin (match some subsequence
of the input stream) operators.

The grepSearch match operator will visit the nodes of input trees in a depth-first
fashion, looking for subtrees whose root label (i.e. functor) is paragraph, and which
have one descendant that is a character string containing ‘Kubla’ within it. A copy of each
such ‘matching’ subtree is placed in the output stream; non-matching subtrees do not affect
the output. The search bottoms out both at leaf nodes of the input trees and at nodes where
the paragraph[‘Kubla’] subpattern matches. Hence the output stream of this program,
i.e., the answer to our query, is a list of all paragraphs whose child string contain ‘Kubla’
within it.
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grep[
{ document[ < front: title[#] authors[ #*] abstract[#*]> #*]
→ digest[ < front >] }
]

Figure 2. Second sample Scrimshaw program

In Scrimshaw matching, ‘constant’ (i.e. ‘literal’) trees, e.g., foo[bar 1 3.2] are
exactly analagous to character constants in string pattern matching: they match themselves
and only themselves. The Scrimshaw pattern tree paragraph[‘Kubla’] is sort of a
mixture: the functor paragraph is a constant, however its child ‘Kubla’ is interpreted
as a string pattern: it will only match a tree which is a string, and only provided that that
string contains ‘Kubla’. To match paragraphs whose string content is exactly ‘Kubla’, we
would say paragraph[stringMatchAll[‘Kubla’]].

Scrimshaw programs can be run from a Unix or similar shell. For example, suppose
the current directory contains files foo1.myFormat, foo2.myFormat, etc., and that
each of them contains a list of one or more trees in the syntax specified above. Then the
shell comand line:

scrimshaw ’grepSearch[paragraph[‘Kubla’] ]’ *.myFormat

will concatenate all the trees in those files into a single input list, and apply the Scrimshaw
program just discussed to that list.

Suppose next we want an output stream that is a sequence of ‘digests’ of the documents
in the input stream. Each digest should consist of the (title, authors, abstract) components
of the input documents. Figure 2 gives a Scrimshaw program to accomplish this. In it we
again use boldface for special Scrimshaw operators (e.g. grep), and also for variable names
(e.g. front). This program has the general form:

grep[ PATTERN ] .

The grep match operator tries to match its PATTERN argument to a prefix of the input
stream, starting from the current ‘cursor’ position. If PATTERN does match such a prefix,
consisting of n ≥ 1 trees, then those n trees are ‘removed’ from the input stream, i.e., the
cursor is moved past them, and the value of the match (as defined by PATTERN) is written
to the output stream. If PATTERN does not match a nonempty prefix starting at the current
cursor postion, then the cursor is incremented by one. In either case, we now repeat the
process, starting from the new cursor position. The grep terminates when the input stream
is exhausted, and by definition, always succeeds.

Let us now look at what the values of matches will be in the sample program in
Figure 2. In it, the PATTERN argument of the grep operator is a rule. Scrimshaw rules
have the general form:

{ PATTERN→ EXPRESSION } .

For the moment, we may consider a Scrimshaw EXPRESSION to be simply any tree. The
semantics of rules is: if the left side PATTERN matches a prefix of the input stream, then the
match is successful with value eval[EXPRESSION]. eval[EXPRESSION] means that any
references to variables (<front> in this example) it contains are replaced by their current
bindings. In general, a Scrimshaw variable is bound to a (possibly empty) list of trees.
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The PATTERN to the left of the arrow in the rule (i.e. the ‘rule left side’) in this example
is:

document[<front: title[#] authors[ #*] abstract[#*]> #*]

This is intended to match the kinds of document trees that we postulate comprise our input
stream. Such matching makes use of a characteristic Scrimshaw convention: the children
of any composite input term are viewed as a nested ‘input stream‘ of exactly the same kind
as the top-level input stream. Thus, the rule left side in this example matches trees whose
root is labelled document, and whose children (as a nested input stream) are matched
by the (nested) PATTERN enclosed between the square brackets of document[...].
Thus, this rule left side is a typical example of a hierarchical (i.e. tree) regular expression
in Scrimshaw.

The construct <front: ... > defines the variable front, whose value (if any) is a prefix
of its input stream that matches the subpattern that follows the colon and precedes the right
angle bracket. In Scrimshaw, the symbol ‘#’ stands for ‘any tree’, and ‘#*’ stands for a
minimal matching sequence of 0 or more trees. Thus, in this example, a value of front will
be a triple of consecutive trees of the form:

title[...] authors[...] abstract[...]

Since the rule right side EXPRESSION here is

digest[<front>].

the overall value of the program in Figure 2 is a single list, consisting of the concatenation
(in the order found) of digests of the sort we want. This completes our quick look at
Scrimshaw examples.

3 FURTHER EXAMPLES OF DOCUMENT QUERIES USING SCRIMSHAW

We may distinguish two sorts of Scrimshaw operators: match operators and side effects.
Match operators are the bread and butter of Scrimsaw programs, in that they drive the
process of moving along the input stream, matching their arguments to subsequences of it
and producing output (if the matching succeeds). Side effects consume nothing from the
input stream. They always succeed. Their purpose is to cause some change to the ‘current
state’, i.e., to the symbol table (e.g. define, described below), to the grammar table (e.g.
grammar, described below), to the input stream, to the output stream, or to the file system.

Scrimshaw variables (also called fields) have both a definition and a value. The defini-
tion is a PATTERN. The value is a TermList (default is the empty list). Variables are defined
by ‘an assignment statement within angle brackets’. The left hand side of the assignment
is the variable name, the right hand side is the definition. For example, the PATTERN:

<t: title[#]>

defines a variable t. This construct is actually just surface syntax for a match operator called
fieldDefinition, whose arguments are a NAME (t here) and a PATTERN (title[#] here).
When a fieldDefinition operator is encountered by the Scrimshaw interpreter, we both
store its definition in the global symbol table, and we are required to immediately match
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the definition to the input stream, starting at the current cursor position. If such a match is
found, then the value of variable NAME is set to the value of that match.

Variables can also be ‘referenced’ by simply writing their name in angle brackets, e.g.,
<t>. Such a reference is in fact a match operator (called fieldReference), which takes
a single NAME argument. fieldReference requires us to look up the variable NAME’s
definition (assume # if none found), and match it again. Such second, third, fourth, etc.
matches need NOT be identical, or even unifiable. This may be too simple a semantics for
some, but we have found it to be a suitable design choice for document applications. In
‘evaluation’, as opposed to ‘matching’, contexts, e.g., when the right hand side of a rule
is being evaluated for placement in an output stream, the occurrence of a fieldReference
causes the value of the variable to be substituted for it.

All Scrimshaw variables are global; their (current) definitions and values are maintained
in a global symbol table. They can be redefined at will. When a match operator fails, the
symbol table is restored to its state at time of entry to that operator. The values of variables
are in general TermLists; these can be converted to strings if necessary (e.g. when variables
are used in string pattern matching), and, of course, a string can be viewed as a singleton
TermList. Scrimshaw variable names are case-sensitive, as are identifier atomic terms.
However, it is good practice to view them as case-insensitive. That way if and when a
Scrimshaw variable or identifier is mapped to an all-lower-case Prolog atom, one can be
sure it will not collide with the image of any other Scrimshaw variable or identifier.

define[FIELDDEFINITION] is a useful side effect operator. Where the FIELDDEF-
INITION is fieldDefinition[NAME PATTERN], this creates a definition for the variable
NAME (overriding any previous definition), without requiring that we immediately find
a match for PATTERN in the input stream. This amounts to a capability to define ‘match
macros’, i.e., named patterns which we can require to be matched simply by giving their
names in fieldReference’s at the desired point in some PATTERN. This macro capability is
used extensively in practice.

The grammar[FIELDDEFINITION] operator is used to globally define a (named)
grammar within a Scrimshaw program. The FIELDDEFINITION argument has a special
syntax and semantics. Its NAME argument will be the (global) name of the grammar
and should be distinct from all other grammar names. PATTERN is expected to be an
alternation (disjunction) of grammar rules (the surface syntax for alternations is a list of
PATTERN’s enclosed in parentheses, separated by vertical bars). Each grammar rule is
written as a Scrimshaw rule that specifies a production of an operator/phylum grammar
[21]. In this grammar writing convention for context-free grammars, an operator (e.g.
report, chapterList in Figure 4) is just a name for a production of the grammar. A
phylum (e.g. TITLE, CHAPTERLIST in Figure 4) is essentially just a nonterminal, except
strictly speaking it is the set of all derivation trees that can be derived from the symbol,
rather than the symbol itself. Operator names are written in lower case, phylum names in
upper case.

At the SGML ’92 conference, Paula Angerstein [22] gave a presentation on SGML
query languages. She included a simple Report DTD, a sample document in this DTD, and
a list of 13 sample queries that illustrate the range of typical queries. She did not provide
solutions to the examples. We now show how to do several of her examples in Scrimshaw,
to illustrate its use as a query language. It would be interesting to use a system like aRe [7]
to formulate these queries, not to mention all the other proposed SGML query languages.

Figure 3 shows the sample DTD she gave. Figure 4 shows an operator/phylumgrammar
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<!DOCTYPE report [
<!NOTATION cgm PUBLIC "Computer Graphics Metafile">
<!NOTATION ccitt PUBLIC "CCITT group 4 raster">
<!ENTITY % text "(#PCDATA | emph)*"
<!ENTITY infoflow NDATA ccitt>
<!ENTITY tagexamp NDATA cgm>
<!ENTITY gcalogo NDATA cgm>
<!ELEMENT report - o (title, chapter+)>
<!ELEMENT title - o (%text)>
<!ELEMENT chapter - o (title, intro?, section*)>
<!ATTLIST chapter shorttitle CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT intro - o (para | graphic)+>
<!ELEMENT section - o (title, intro?, topic*)>
<!ATTLIST section shorttitle CDATA #IMPLIED sectid ID #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT topic - o (title, (para | graphic)+)>
<!ATTLIST topic shorttitle CDATA #IMPLIED topicid ID #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT para - o (%text | xref)*>
<!ATTLIST para security (u | c | s | ts) "u">
<!ELEMENT emph - - (%text)
<!ELEMENT graphic - o EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST graphic graphname ENTITY #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT xref - o EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST xref xrefid IDREF #IMPLIED>
]>

Figure 3. DTD for Reports

define[<flatText: {string[] → STRING} >]
define[<emph: {emph[<flatText>]→ EMPH} >]
define[<text: ( {string[] → STRING} | <emph> ) >]
grammar[<report:
( {report[TITLE CHAPTERLIST] → REPORT}
| {chapterList[CHAPTER+] → CHAPTERLIST}
| {title[matchAll[<text>*]] → TITLE}
| {chapter[TITLE ?INTRO SECTIONLIST] → CHAPTER}
| {sectionList[SECTION*] → SECTIONLIST}
| {intro[PARAORGRAPHICLIST] → INTRO}
| {paraOrGraphicList[(PARA | GRAPHIC)+] → PARAORGRAPHICLIST}
| {section[TITLE ?INTRO TOPICLIST] → SECTION}
| {topicList[TOPIC*] → TOPICLIST}
| {topic[TITLE PARAORGRAPHICLIST] → TOPIC}
| {para[matchAll[(<text> | XREF)*] ] → PARA}
| {graphic[] → GRAPHIC}
| {xref[] → XREF}
) >]

Figure 4. Operator/phylum grammar for Report DTD
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Table 1. Basic Scrimshaw regular expressions and what they match

Regular Expression Matches
Ground term t, containing nei-
ther Scrimshaw operators nor
Scrimshaw variables

An identical term t′, except that each string in t need
only match a substring of the corresponding string
in t′

# Any single term
P1P2 Any TermList T1T2 such that P1 matches T1 and P2

matches T2

(P1|P2 ) Any TermList matched by P1 or P2

P∗ Zero or more consecutive TermLists matched by P
P+ One or more consecutive TermLists matched by P
?P Zero or one TermList matched by P
(P) Any TermList matched by P
functor[P], where functor is not
a Scrimshaw operator

functor[T], where T is any sequence of consecutive
terms matched by P

for this DTD. This grammar expresses the structural part of the "Element Structure Infor-
mation Set" [23]. Note that the derivation trees of the grammar are now terms in which the
operators of the grammar are the functors. And clearly, an arbitrary term is a derivation tree
of the grammar if and only if there is a sequence of applications of the grammar rules (as
Scrimshaw rules) that rewrite the term to the grammar’s ‘start phylum’ (REPORT in this
example). We can easily test for the existence of such a sequence of rewrites using Prolog-
like search. The string[] operator corresponds to PCDATA in SGML. For simplicity,
we have not included the SGML attributes from the DTD in the grammar of Figure 4.

Before looking at Angerstein’s queries and their solutions, let’s cover some more of
the Scrimshaw language. Tables 1 and 2 define basic regular expressions in Scrimshaw. In
them, P stands for any PATTERN.

The grepSearch][PATTERN] match operator is a ‘recursive grep’: when PATTERN
fails to match starting at the current position of the input stream, if the current (next)
term in the input stream is composite, then grepSearch[PATTERN] is called recursively
on its children as an input stream. We maintain a single, flat output stream however.
The pipe[PATTERN PATTERN] operator provides a Unix-like pipe concept for streams
of trees. Its concrete syntax is: PATTERN ‖ PATTERN ‖ ... ‖ PATTERN. The first
PATTERN is matched to the original input stream. If that match fails, the pipe fails. If it
succeeds, the output stream is taken to be the input stream to the second PATTERN, etc.

Here now are some of Angerstein’s queries and their solutions. In general, the Scrimshaw
programs we give here are neither unique nor necessarily ‘best’; we are chiefly trying to
give the flavor of using Scrimshaw for queries such as these.

3.1 Locate all paragraphs in the introduction of a section that is in a chapter that
has no introduction

(i.e. all ‘para’ elements directly contained within an ‘intro’ element directly contained in
a ‘section’ element directly contained in a ‘chapter’ element. The ‘chapter’ element must
not directly contain an ‘intro’ element.)
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Table 2. Values of matches of basic Scrimshaw regular expressions

Regular Expression Value of the match
Ground term t, containing nei-
ther Scrimshaw operators nor
Scrimshaw variables

Copy of the matched term

# Copy of the matched term
P1P2 Value of the match of P1 concatenated to the value

of the match of P2

(P1|P2) The value of the match of whichever of P1 or P2

actually matched
P∗ The concatenation of the values of each actual match

of P
P+ The concatenation of the values of each actual match

of P
?P NIL if P didn’t match; the value of its match if it did
(P) The value of the match of P
functor[P], where functor is not
a Scrimshaw operator

functor[V], where V is the value of the match of P

grepSearch[{chapter[title[#*] sectionList[
<pp: {

section[grep[intro[paraOrGraphicList[ <p: grep[ para[#*]]>]]]] → <p>}*>
] ]→ <pp> } ]

Let us see how this program works. Because of the title first child of chapter
and the sectionList second child, chapters with an intro will fail to match. For a
chapter without an introduction, we will look at each of its sections and extract the
(possibly empty list of paragraphs contained within the section’s intro, if any. This is
accomplished by each iteration of the rule whose value is the value of the variable p. Finally,
the value of pp is the list of all such paragraphs for all section’s of the chapter, and
the value of the whole program is the concatenation of the lists of such paragraphs for all
chapters.

3.2 Locate the second paragraph in the third section in the second chapter

(i.e. the second ‘para’ element occurring in the third ‘section’ element occurring in the
second ‘chapter’ element occurring in ‘report’)

{report[ title[#] chapter[#*] chapter[
title[#] ?intro[#*] section[#*] section[#*]
section[ <p: grepSearch[para[#*] ]> ] ] ] → <p>}

‖ {(# <q:#>)→ <q> }

This program is similar in many ways to the previous example. The list of all paragraphs
occurring in the third section in the second chapter is collected as the value of the
variable p. Then that list is piped into a PATTERN which simply extracts the second element
of its input stream.
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{report[
<rt: title[#*]>
<rs: mapSearch[(
{chapterList[ <ccc: sectionList[ #*]+ >]→ <ccc>}

|
{chapter[title[<ct:#*>] <ci:?intro[#*]> sectionList[ <cs:#*>]]

→ sectionList[section[title["(Chapter)", <ct>] <ci> topicList[]] <cs>]}
) ]

‖map[{sectionList[ <ss:#*>]→ <ss>}]
>
]→ memo[<rt> sectionList[<rs>]] }

Figure 5. Scrimshaw program to convert reports to memos

4 TRANSFORMING REPORTS TO MEMOS VIA SCRIMSHAW

In this section we do a ‘generic structure evolution’ example similar to those considered by
[8,5,6]. That is, we make evolutionary changes of a grammar, then wish to convert valid
parse trees with respect to the old version into valid parse trees with respect to the new. It
would be interesting to try this example in their systems. We think it is a conversion that
would be hard to automate, because there is no obvious unique way to do it.

Our example is to convert Reports, as defined by the operator/phylum grammar in
Figure 4, to a Memo document type. Let us suppose that Memos consist of just a title and
list of sections, rather than the title and list of chapters that comprise a Report. The sections
of each Report chapter are to become sections of the Memo, and the front matter of each
Report chapter is to be made into a Memo section, and placed just before that chapter’s
sections in the new Memo. We suppose that sections have the same structure in Memos
as they do in Reports. Due to space limitations, we won’t give an actual operator/phylum
grammar for Memos, but we think the reader can easily make the needed changes to
Figure 4.

Before we give the converter program, let us cover a bit more of the Scrimshaw
language. The map operator is like grep except that non-matching input terms (or rather,
copies of them) are passed over to the output stream. mapSearch is a recursive version
of map, with one extra feature: motivated by applications, it has a ‘try twice’ semantics,
as follows. Suppose that a mapSearch operator fails to match its PATTERN argument at
some term t = f [A] in the input stream, i.e., t has functor f and child list A. Suppose that
mapSearch then returns from its recursive call trying to match PATTERN to A with output
list L. It then replaces t in the input stream with f [L] and tries once again to match PATTERN
to this altered input stream. Only if this fails, does it advance the input cursor to the term
following t. This semantics enables emulation of synthesized attribute computation, a
frequently needed paradigm in document conversion applications.

Figure 5 gives the program for converting Reports to Memos. Let us now explain
this program a bit. The argument of the mapSearch operator is an alternation of two
rules. During the initial top down search of Report input trees made by mapSearch,
the first rule’s left side fails on all subtrees of each input tree because the tree pattern
chapterList[sectionList[...]]does not occur in thereport grammar. How-
ever, the second rule’s left side matches each chapter of each Report on the way down,
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and rewrites it to a sectionList. Then, as we come back up the tree, the first rule will
match each chapterList and rewrite it to a list of sectionList’s. The output of
the mapSearch is the concatenation of all those lists of sectionList’s, which is piped
into the map operator. The map applies a single rule which strips off the sectionList
operators to yield a single list of section’s, which is assigned to the variable rs. Finally,
the output Memo is produced by concatenating the bindings of variables rt and rs and
making them descendants of a newly instantiated memo operator.

5 CONCLUSIONS

There are a multitude of tree manipulating software systems that contain some kind of tree
pattern matching and/or transformation capabilities (see [21,24,13,19,25,26] in addition to
works previously cited). In this paper we have offered a new language which is well-suited
for the realm of tree-to-tree document manipulation. We have sufficient experience using
an implementation of the language for actual query and conversion applications, to be
convinced of its promise.
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